Bacon, Sir Nathaniel. A.Ms. A note of debts owing me set down this 22 of November 1667. 7 plus pp., 4to.

Rough notes of personal accounts kept by the second son of the Lord Keeper, who became a member of Parliament in 1684, for Norfolk. He was a member of Gray's Inn and said to live in Stiffkey, Norfolk. The item is useful for its inclusion of Norfolk names, Corbet, Lincoln, Whitney, and the varied nature of his business.

Purchased from dealer Emily Driscoll, New York, Cat. #22, Nov. 1962, item #10, in December, 1962 for $44.00.
I am not able to read the text as it is handwritten and unclear.
So obey that your God is

to my m. m. Townsend 2

To m. m. Townsend 2

To m. m. Townsend 2

To m. m. Townsend 2

To m. m. Townsend 2

To m. m. Townsend 2

To m. m. Townsend 2

To m. m. Townsend 2

To m. m. Townsend 2

To m. m. Townsend 2

To m. m. Townsend 2

To m. m. Townsend 2

To m. m. Townsend 2

To m. m. Townsend 2
Of my deerman that
went five in a hundred horse
so by that we not him to
pay not anything

Of the King to be wed

George Prince

Of his marriage

Of me too much

Of Godfather

Of me too much hast

Thy boy helped at London

Of his own

Of my part and mine

By my part and mine in part

Look on paper
From Cape to S. Botlik in 2 months, 5th Aug. 1786.

The Cape in November 2887.